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1. Princeton University
2. UW Madison Statistics Department
3. England, Singapore, Nigeria
4. Madison
Princeton University

video  12:22 - 16:08
UW Madison Statistics Department

1959
Bill Hunter, MS Chemical Engineering, Illinois

1960
UW Madison Statistics Department Founded

1963
Bill Hunter, UW-Madison Statistics PhD
Pre-internet communication

George and Bill exchanged audio tapes

1. EVOP
2. Statistics for Experimenters
3. models
4. family

Bill taught in London, Singapore and Nigeria for a year each
Statistics for Experimenters

Videos
1. Experiment  22:07 - 24:16
2. Bill Hunter
Bill:

1. Too many people in the world
2. Can get good beer anywhere
3. Want to do something for Madison
Madison, Wisconsin

1. 1st Street Garage
2. Quality in organizations course
3. MAQIN
4. Monday Night Beer and Statistics
5. Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement
Improving Quality and Productivity in Organizations

1984 course

1. Statistics, Industrial Engineering, Business School
2. Project based (in their organization, 2-6 people)
3. Instructor in the role of manager (coach)
4. Pre-published version of Out of the Crisis by Dr. Deming
5. 45 students
Additional Material
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